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Growth of solid hcp 4He off the melting curve
M.W. Ray and R.B. Hallock
Laboratory for Low Temperature Physics, Department of Physics,
University of Massachusetts, Amherst, MA 01003
(Dated: November 20, 2018)
We report studies of the growth of solid hcp 4He at pressures higher than the bulk freezing
pressure using a cell design that allows us to inject atoms into the solid. Near the melting curve
during injection we observe random events during which the pressure recorded in the cell drops
abruptly. These events are accompanied by transient increases in the temperature of the cell. We
discuss these transients and conclude that they represent the solidification of meta-stable liquid
regions and the associated relief of strain in the local solid. We also observe that further from the
melting curve the transients are no longer recorded, but that we can continue to add atoms to the
solid, increasing its density at fixed volume. We document these changes in density with respect to
changes in the chemical potential as a function of temperature and discuss these in the context of
recent theoretical work.
PACS numbers: 67.80.-s, 67.80.bd, 67.80.B-, 67.90.+z
I. INTRODUCTION
Supersolidity, which was first predicted almost 50 years
ago1–3, has received substantial attention during the past
several years. Stimulated by the work of Ho, Bindloss and
Goodkind4, Kim and Chan5–7 carried out torsional oscil-
lator experiments in which an anomalous shift in the res-
onant period of a torsional oscillator filled with solid 4He
was observed below about 250 mK. This was interpreted
as evidence for a supersolid phase in solid 4He. Although
the interpretation of supersolidity is still controversial, it
is now believed that this period shift, or non-classical ro-
tational inertia (NCRI), may have its origin in disorder in
the crystal8. To date the bulk of the evidence for unusual
behavior comes from torsional oscillator measurements,
although experiments of the shear modulus have shown
unexpected behavior9–11 in the same range of tempera-
ture.
If solid 4He is a supersolid, it would be expected to sup-
port mass flow. But, attempts to observe such flow by di-
rectly squeezing the solid12–15 have found no evidence for
flow. By use of a conceptually different approach, we pre-
viously reported on the observation of mass flow through
solid 4He16–19 during experiments in which a chemical
potential difference was created across the solid by di-
rectly injecting mass into one side of the solid. The mass
flow was only observed when the temperature of the solid
was less than . 550 mK. It was further noted that when
flow was observed the pressure of the solid changed in
the fixed-volume cell, but when no flow was observed, no
change in the pressure in the solid was recorded. Finally,
with two pressure gauges mounted on our cell, we also
noted that stable pressure differences were often present
across the solid. These pressure differences had no bear-
ing on whether or not flow was observed. These observa-
tions have led us to study, in more detail, the growth of
solid helium from the superfluid.
We have employed the cell designed for our mass flow
experiments16–19 to study the growth of solid helium at
pressures greater than the bulk freezing pressure, PF .
The design exploits the properties of liquid helium in
Vycor, which is a porous glass with a characteristic pore
diameter∼7 nm. It is well known that inside the Vycor at
low temperatures the melting curve is elevated to PV ≈
37 bar20–22. This elevation of the melting curve allows
us to have an interface between superfluid (in the Vycor)
and the bulk solid (in the cell) so we can readily create
a chemical potential difference between our fill lines, or
between them and the solid.
We study the effect of injecting mass into the solid and
show that the solid can grow at constant volume when
P > PF . We present two central results: (1) In the im-
mediate vicinity of the melting curve we see transients
in the temperature of ∼ 10 mK accompanied by pres-
sure drops which can be up to 100 mbar. We discuss
the possibility that these transients are due to the solid-
ification of meta-stable liquid regions. (2) Further from
the melting curve we no longer observe these transients
but we are still able to grow the solid. We discuss this
isochoric compressibility in the context of the theory of
the superclimb of edge dislocations23. Also, we will com-
ment further on the appearance of pressure differences
seen across the solid.
II. EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Apparatus and Procedure
The cell (described in more detail in ref. 18) used for
this experiment is shown schematically in figure 1. It
consisted of a cylindrical copper chamber (V = 1.8 cm3),
where the solid was grown, pierced by two Vycor rods. It
should be noted that the data in this report come from
two different sets of Vycor rods. The first set was made
from rods that were 1.5 mm in diameter, and was the
same Vycor as was used in references 16? –19. Addi-
tional data was also taken using Vycor that was 3.0 mm
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FIG. 1. Cell used to study the growth of solid helium from
the superfluid. Helium is admitted to the solid chamber S
through capillaries 1 and 2 (heat-sunk only at 4 K) which
first lead to liquid reservoirs atop thin Vycor rods V1 and V2.
The reservoirs are heated by heaters H1 and H2. Two capaci-
tance strain gages, one on each side of S measure the pressure
of solid; the temperature is measured by a calibrated carbon
thermometer TC. The pressures of the fill lines are measured
by pressure transducers P1 and P2 located outside the cryo-
stat. A third capillary, 3, heat sunk in several places including
the coldest heat exchanger (but not the mixing chamber), by-
passed the Vycor and was used to initially fill the cell with
helium.
in diameter. In the latter, the Vycor was not contained in
stainless steel tubes as before, but rather, was encased in
Stycast 2850 FT epoxy. The change to epoxy encasement
was done to ensure that there could be no possibility of
parallel pathways for helium to bypass the Vycor. Two
capacitance strain gages24, C1 and C2, were affixed to
the ends of the cell to measure the pressure of the solid.
These two pressure gauges allowed us to independently
measure the pressure in the solid at each end of the cell
and thus identify any pressure gradients that might exist
across the solid. The cell was bolted onto a copper plate
that was attached to the mixing chamber of a dilution
refrigerator by means of solid copper bars.
To initiate the growth of solid helium from the super-
fluid at constant temperature, we simultaneously admit
helium to the cell initially at P < 25 bar via lines 1 and
2 and the pressure in the cell increases until it reaches
the freezing pressure, PF , at which liquid and solid co-
exist. At the melting pressure, dP/dt = 0 since P = PF
as long as there is solid and liquid in coexistence (and no
solid regions form that bridge the cell diameter). Dur-
ing solid growth and subsequent addition of atoms to the
cell, P1, P2 where typically in the range between 26.5 and
27.2 bar, which results in the addition of atoms to the
cell at a typical rate of dN/dt ≈ 2 × 1016 atoms/s. As
we continue to add atoms to the cell through the Vy-
cor rods, we observe the cell pressure to rise above PF .
The continued addition of atoms to the cell increases the
density of the solid.
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FIG. 2. (color online) Growth of solid helium from superfluid
at TC ≈ 260 mK; sample FI. (a) Complete growth record
showing all four pressures and TC. (b) Closeup of the tran-
sients seen on and near the melting curve. Most of the tran-
sient increases in temperature are accompanied by drops in
the pressure measured by C1 and C2.
B. Transient Events
Figure 2 shows one such growth record, the growth of
solid sample FI. Notice first in figure 2a, that when both
C1 = C2 = PF (t < 65 min) the temperature recorded at
TC is smooth, then shortly before C2 comes off the melt-
ing curve the temperature starts to fluctuate by ∼ 10mK.
These fluctuations persist until shortly after C1 comes
off the melting curve at which point the signal becomes
smooth again. This change in behavior of TC is perhaps
due to the way in which the solid grows. Initially, be-
fore the solid has bridged or filled the cell, it can grow
uniformly from the liquid-solid free surface, with liquid
regions connected throughout the cell. The increase of
the pressure above the bulk melting curve indicates the
cell has filled with solid, or that regions of the cell are
separated by bulk solid and a connected solid-liquid sur-
face no longer exists. Once the cell is entirely filled with
solid, the solid must find a new method to grow - by in-
creasing its density. As the density of the solid increases,
the probability that any liquid inclusions imbedded in the
solid will solidify increases. Such meta-stable liquid re-
gions have been previously observed in solid helium25–27.
When one of these regions does solidify, energy is re-
leased, the local density rises and the measured pressure
falls. We believe that this is what causes the transients,
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FIG. 3. (color online) Dependence of C1 on time for the
growth of several different samples at various temperatures
(indicated in mK in the legend). Data from samples at tem-
peratures above 550 mK are shown with dashed lines. The fill
line pressures during the growth varied from 26.51 to 27.20
bar. The time axis has been shifted for each data set so that
the pressure first rises above the bulk melting curve at t = 0.
which can be seen in greater detail in figure 2b. When
the pressure drops cease, the temperature record becomes
smooth.
We observe these transients when the pressure of the
solid is within ∼ 0.5 bar of the melting curve, and at
temperatures TC ≤ 550 mK. At temperatures higher
than this, we sometimes observe drops in the pressure,
but they are not accompanied by a resolvable associated
temperature transient. Furthermore, as shown in figure
3 (which shows data taken with the larger diameter Vy-
cor described above), there is a difference in behavior
between samples grown at TC ≈ 550 mK and above,
and those grown at lower temperatures. Below ≈ 550
mK when the solid departs the bulk melting curve the
pressure measured by C1 and C2 rises quickly (∼ 15 to
60 minutes) to near the pressure of the fill lines. Above
500 mK, the pressure in the cell seems to level off be-
tween 26.10 and 26.25 bar, regardless of the pressure in
the fill lines. In other words, above TC ≈ 500 mK, we
can only grow solid samples to ∼ 26.25 bar. As reported
previously16–19, at these higher temperatures, we also ob-
serve no mass flow.
We first assume that these transient events are in fact
due to the solidification of over-pressurized liquid regions
and calculate the size of the region that solidified consid-
ering the idealized case of a single such event. Initially,
before the pressure drop, we have some mass of solid,mS ,
and some mass of liquid mL so that the total mass con-
tained in region S, mi, is mi = mS +mL = ρsVS +ρLVL,
where ρS and ρL, and VS and VL are the density and
volume of the solid and liquid, respectively. If, during
the transient, all the liquid, mL, was converted to solid,
then the final volume occupied by the solid is equal to the
cell volume, Vcell, so that mf = ρ
′
SVcell. Where ρ
′
S is the
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FIG. 4. (Color online) Pressure drop, ∆P versus temperature
rise, ∆T for transients at several temperatures. Filled sym-
bols refer to C1; open refer to C2. Squares, 260 mK; circles,
370 mK; triangles, 400 mK; diamonds, 500 mK. Lines repre-
sent the expected relationships (see text). Solid line: PL = PS
(no strain field); Dashed line: PL = PF , Rstrain = 3rL; Dot-
ted line: PL = PF , Rstrain = 2rL.
density of the solid after the pressure drop. This makes
the assumption that the density is uniform throughout
the solid. Immediately after the transient, but before ex-
tra mass from the Vycor has entered the cell, the total
mass in the cell has not changed so that mf = mi. Solv-
ing for VL (keeping in mind that the initial volume of
solid is VS = Vcell − VL), we find
VL ≈
(ρS − ρ
′
S)
(ρS − ρL)
Vcell. (1)
We can take an such event and use it to estimate the
volume of liquid that solidified during the event. Take
for example the transient in figure 2 at t = 88 min.
The pressure measured on C1 immediately before the
transient is Pi = 25.714 bar corresponding to a den-
sity of ρS = 0.1899 g/cm
3. The pressure then dropped
to Pf = 25.662 bar corresponding to a final density of
ρ′S = 0.1901 g/cm
3. Using ρL = 0.1724 g/cm
3, which is
an extrapolation of the density of liquid helium to Pi, we
can deduce that a volume dV ≈ 3.6×10−3 cm3 converted
from liquid to solid. This represents about 0.2% of the
volume of region S.
One should also be able to use the temperature change
to calculate the amount of liquid that solidified. A logical
start is to assume that the temperature transient asso-
ciated with the pressure drop is due to the latent heat
released upon solidification of the liquid region. How-
ever, because the latent heat of solidification for helium
is so small ( 10−4J/mol28), one finds that liquid helium
in almost half of the volume of the cell would have had
to have solidified at once in order to account for the tem-
perature rise. This is quite unlikely since we typically see
multiple transients during the growth of a single sample.
4Alternatively, the temperature transient associated
with the pressure drop could be due to the work done
in expanding the volume of the solid by an amount dV .
If we denote the thermal energy associated with an event
as dQ, we can write dQ = d(E + PV ), where E is
the internal energy and P and V are the pressure and
volume of the solid before the event. Assuming the in-
ternal energy does not change significantly, and writing
dQ = dT [ΣMici], where Mi is the mass of each com-
ponent whose temperature is taken to rise by dT (the
helium, the cell and the mixing chamber), and ci is the
heat capacity of each element, we have an expression re-
lating the temperature rise due to a pressure drop:
dT ≈ (PdV + V dP )/(ΣMici), (2)
where dV can be calculated for a given pressure drop
using eq. 1.
Figure 4 shows the observed pressure drop measured
in C1 and C2, ∆P , versus the temperature rise recorded
on TC, ∆T , for several temperatures along with eq. 2
(solid line), for the case of meta-stable over-pressurized
liquid. There is a spread in the data, but in general
the pressure drop does in fact increase with the observed
temperature rise. The spread in the data likely means
that the events are localized within the solid at various
distances from the capacitors, and so the full pressure
drop is not resolved on the capacitors; thus, the measured
∆P is typically smaller than the size predicted by eq. 2.
The local nature of each event is further demonstrated
by the observation that the two capacitors often register
different pressure drops for the same event.
Until this point we have assumed that the pressure of
the liquid region is equal to that of the solid. However,
we could also adopt the view that the meta-stable liquid
regions are at a lower pressure. In that case a strained
region in the solid will exist and we should include the en-
ergy involved in the change of the density of the strained
solid around the liquid region when the liquid solidifies.
In the most extreme case the liquid might be at the melt-
ing curve pressure. On figure 4 we show one case (dotted
line) where the strained solid is assumed to extend to
two times the radius of the liquid region, rL, that has
volume dV calculated from eq. 1, and one case (dashed
line) where the strained region extends to 3rL (this is the
maximum spherical size that will fit in the cell). With
this, it appears that the solidification of liquid regions is
certainly involved, but given the uncertainty of the ex-
tent of the stain field and the density, ρL, of the liquid
region, the relationship can’t be precisely deduced.
C. Post-transient Growth: Syringe Experiments
Next we focus on the further growth of solid helium
when P > PF . First,we note that two types of measure-
ments are possible with the apparatus: (1) inject atoms
into either line 1 or 2 and monitor the other for evidence
that mass has moved through the solid helium, while also
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FIG. 5. (color online) (a) A syringe type experiment that
shows a large isochoric compressibility. The pressure in both
reservoirs is increased at the same time and a correspond-
ing rise in the pressure measured by C1 and C2 is recorded.
(b) The sample was then warmed to 782 mK, and a second
syringe-type push showed no long term response in either C1
or C2.
observing C1 and C2, or (2) inject via lines 1 and 2 simul-
taneously and simply observe the behavior of C1 and C2.
We have reported on experiments of the first type16–19,
where changes in C1 and C2 are only observed when we
also see evidence for the flow of mass through the solid.
The second type of experiment, which has been termed
a superfluid syringe23, is useful to further study how the
solid can grow isochorically, i.e. how the solid can in-
crease its density at fixed cell volume.
Two examples of the syringe experiment are shown in
figure 5. Figure 5a portrays data from sample DN, grown
fresh from the superfluid at 260 mK. Following growth,
P1 and P2 were increased simultaneously by 0.520 bar,
injecting atoms into the solid. We continued to inject
atoms for 10 minutes, then shut off the regulator, and
closed lines 1 and 2. C1 and C2 both registered corre-
sponding increases in the pressure of the solid. Note that
after the valves feeding atoms to the Vycor were closed,
the pressure in line 1 decreased to equilibrium with the
cell pressure within ∼ 10 minutes, but line 2 fell much
more slowly. This could indicate a difference in the flow
through the two Vycor rods, but regardless, the two ca-
pacitors rose at the same rate, meaning that even if there
was a flow rate difference through the Vycor, the solid
5was conducting atoms.
Sample DN was then warmed up to 782 mK to create
sample DO and injected in the same way as DN with
the pressure raised by 0.312 bar. After a short-term rise
in C1 (shown in 5b), there was no long-term evidence of
mass entering the solid. There was also no response in
C2, indicating that there was no mass movement across
the cell. With the 3 mm diameter Vycor, we observe this
short term behavior in C1 (e.g. near t ≈ 40 min) when
we increase P1 at temperatures above 600 mK. This be-
havior is different from that we have reported in our pre-
vious experiments18 where we saw no response in either
capacitor at TC & 600 mK. Interestingly, this response is
mostly seen in C1, when P1 is increased, though a slower
response can sometimes be seen in C2 over a long period
of time. If only P2 is increased at these higher temper-
atures, then very little response in either capacitor can
be observed. In either case there is no flow between the
Vycor “electrodes.”
The nature of the behavior of C1, and why it is some-
what different from C2 is not entirely clear to us. There is
the possibility that the mass flux through V2 is smaller
than V1, and C1 responds more quickly because it is
closer to the Vycor that is conducting more mass. How-
ever, we see no such asymmetry at lower temperatures,
with the same Vycor reservoir temperatures. In other
words, a sample created at TC ≈ 250 mK, and with Vy-
cor temperatures TV 1 and TV 2, show the same behavior
when increasing the pressure in each reservoir separately.
But when the cell is warmed to TC ≈ 700 mK, with TV 1
and TV 2 unchanged, we observe short term behavior in
C1, but not in C2 when only P1 is increased, and no
short term behavior in either C1 or C2 when only P2 is
increased. This makes it unlikely that the asymmetry is
due to the Vycor itself. We doubt that this short term
behavior is due to the frost-heave effect which has been
observed29 because frost heave is not consistent with the
observed asymmetry and such behavior was not seen in
our earlier work18.
Ignoring the short term changes in C1, and the asym-
metry in the solid’s behavior, it is clear the response of
the solid to an increase in P1 and P2 at TC = 250 mK is
very different than at TC ≥ 600 mK. At the lower tem-
peratures both capacitors rise quickly in response to the
pressure increase, and there is a relatively sharp cutoff in
dC/dt when equilibrium between the cell and reservoirs
is achieved. At the higher temperatures, the response
is slower, and much more rounded. It is also seen that
at TC ≥ 600 mK there is no mass flux across the cell,
which is consistent with our previous observations that
the solid does not support a mass flow at these higher
temperatures.
Soyler et al.23 have developed a theory of how solid
helium can grow at P > PF , which could explain the
relationship between our observance of flow and changes
in the cell pressure18. The basic idea presented in the
theory is that the solid can only grow by the climb of
edge dislocations where mass is fed to the dislocation
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FIG. 6. (color online) Change in cell pressure divided by the
the change in reservoir (fill line) pressure. The data have been
adjusted to account for the short term behavior seen in C1.
along superfluid cores23. When there is no flow along
the dislocations, the solid cannot grow, and must be in-
compressible. This model requires that the temperature
be low enough so that the dislocation cores are super-
fluid, but high enough so that the dislocations are rough,
which means there is a finite temperature range in which
one should observe isochoric compressibility of the solid.
In ref. 23 the isochoric compressibility is defined as
χ = dn/dµ, where dn is the density change in the solid,
in response to the chemical potential change in the fill
lines, dµ, when the pressure is increased. Figure 6 shows
the analog of χ, ∆C1/∆P1 and ∆C2/∆P2, a measure
of the compressibility of the solid for non-thermally cy-
cled samples over a range of temperatures and pressures.
(Thermal cycles can change the flow behavior18.) The
data have been adjusted so that when ∆C2/∆P2 < 0.05
we set ∆C1/∆P1 = 0 to account for the short term be-
havior in C1 (Figure 5b, t ≈ 40 min.). As can be seen,
∆C/∆P appears to rise with an increase in temperature,
have a plateau or maximum near T = 400 mK, decrease
strongly with an increase in temperature above 500 mK,
and approach 0 at TC ≈ 700 mK. This qualitative be-
havior is fully consistent with the predictions of Soyler
et al
23. However, to confirm this theory unambiguously
requires a reconstruction of our apparatus and an exten-
sion of our results to lower temperatures to search for
the predicted lower cutoff temperature below which the
solid is predicted to continue to demonstrate flow as a
result of an applied chemical potential difference, but no
increase in density. We currently have limited data that
shows increases of density and flow for TC ≈ 120 mK, so
any lower cutoff temperature must be below this.
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FIG. 7. (color online) Growth of sample EZ from the super-
fluid at TC = 712 mK. In this sample, a long-term pressure
gradient appeared between the two pressure gages.
D. Pressure Gradients
Finally, we comment on the pressure measured by the
capacitors on either end of the cell. Note that in figure 2,
C1 = C2 throughout most of the data record. However,
this is not always the case, and we often see pressure dif-
ferences appear between the two capacitors18. Figure 7
shows the growth of a solid sample (EZ) at TC = 712
mK in which a pressure difference appeared in the solid.
These pressure differences can be quite large, sometimes
reaching as high as ∼ 200 mbar. Also, in figure 2, C2
starts to measure pressures higher than PF 13 minutes
before C1 registers pressures greater than PF meaning
that even with liquid in the solid chamber pressure gra-
dients can occur across the cell, presumably due to the
isolation of liquid regions by the solid. Although it is
tempting to think of this pressure difference as a gradi-
ent, this gives the impression of smoothly varying pres-
sure between the two capacitors. We suspect that there
is likely fluctuation in the pressure throughout the solid;
there is no need for the pressure to vary smoothly since
defects in the solid can allow the solid to have local pres-
sure gradients.
Although performing a flow or syringe experiment can
sometimes alter the size of the pressure difference by sev-
eral percent, it usually persists throughout the life of the
solid sample (∼ 2 days). Further, due to the asymme-
try in the behavior across the solid, a syringe experi-
ment done at temperatures where there is no mass flow
will create a pressure difference, as is the case in figure
5b. As reported before, the existence of a pressure dif-
ference across the solid does not affect whether or not
flow is observed18. To demonstrate this, figure 8 shows
a syringe-type experiment done on a sample with a pres-
sure difference of ∆C ≈ 100 mbar at TC = 253 mK
(sample DR). Compared to figure 5a where there was no
pressure difference it is apparent that the pressure gradi-
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FIG. 8. (color online) Sample DR, T = 253 mK - a syringe-
type experiment done on a solid sample with a stable pressure
gradient across the solid of ≈ 150 mbar.
ents do not effect the properties of the flow response of
the solid.
III. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we have studied the growth of solid he-
lium at P > PF by injecting atoms into the solid. When
injecting atoms near the melting curve, we observed tran-
sients in the cell temperature accompanied by pressure
drops. The pressure drops vary in size up to ∼ 100 mbar,
and the temperature transients are are up to ∼ 10 mK.
These events are not seen in samples grown at higher tem-
perature (TC & 550 mK). We believe that these events
are due to liquid regions trapped within the solid that
solidify. Further from the melting curve such transients
are not seen; there the addition of atoms to the cell re-
sults in the growth of the density of the solid at constant
volume, this growth perhaps may be understood in terms
of the superclimb of edge dislocations23. Finally, we of-
ten observe pressure differences are present in solid 4He
between our two pressure gauges located on the edges
of the cell. These pressure difference occur during the
growth of the solid sample, and persist throughout the
life of the sample. These pressure differences have no ef-
fect on the response of the solid to mass injections. The
fact that we observe this pressure difference between the
two capacitors means that the pressure (and density) is
probably quite inhomogeneous throughout the solid. Of
course, this suggests that experiments that utilize a sin-
gle pressure gauge to study samples that are not annealed
may not be able to accurately locate such samples on the
phase diagram.
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